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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

INTRODUCTION

The study was to measure the effectiveness of two methods -

traditional classroom and computer-assisted for teaching

adults who tested below 12th grade/GED competency levels on

the Adult Basic Learning Evaluation (ABLE) test. The purpose

was to measure the effectiveness of the two methods in

raising skill(s) levels by one grade level per 80 hours of

instruction. A corollary purpose was to ascertain which

method more greatly enhanced the acquisition (i.e., learning

style) and retention rates for those skills over prescribed

periods of time (e.g., 30 - 60 90+ days).

Classes began November 1988 at the Indianapolis site and

December 1988 at the Richmond site and ended April 1990 at

both sites.

The target population for the study would have the

following characteristics: age range (16 to 60+ years); low

income/economically disadvantaged; un- or underemployed; and

predominately female (e.g., Work Incentive [WIN] referrals).

In addition, it was expected that the respective site

populations would provide other distinct areas for comparison

such as sociological background of participants and other

demographic indicators.



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

METHODOLOGY

The evaluation methodolcoy was multi-dimensional. Data

collection procedures included the following: 1) classroom

observations; 2) student surveys and interviews;4) reviews

of instructional records and materials; 5) joint site

meetings; and 6) interviews of project administrators.

Testing procedures upon entry, at 30-day intervals and upon

exiting were established to determine changes in performance

levels using the ABLE as the testing instrumz.'4-. The 4-MAT

System test (4-MAT) was introduced later to assist

identification of individual student learning styles.

This evaluation report is based upon data collected over a

period of eighteen months. Observations and interviews were

conducted: class sessions at both sites were observed (four

occasions at Indianapolis and three at Richmond); all

students were able to respond to a written survey and

selected students at both sites were interviewed personally.

Monthly and quarterly reports were compiled by the class

instructors/aides and reviewed by the project administrator.

Testing (entry, 30-day and exit) was conducted to the

greatest extent possible. Student records were maintained by

the respective instructors and/or classroom aides.

STUDY POPULATION

A total of 149 participants were enrolled and 50 met the

criteria* for the comparison purposes of the study. Age

range for the total population was 17 to 67 years: average

age 32.3 years.

-2-6
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Entry literacy levels for the total population were from

less than first grade (0.9) to grade 13.0. There were 51

males (34% of total) and 98 females (66% of total) in the

study population and income levels ranged from less than

$10,000 to more than $20,000. For better comparison

purposes, the study population was categorized by literacy

grade levels based upon entry test scores: Level 1 (0 4.9);

Level 2 (5.0 - 8.9) and Level 3 (9.0 - 12.0).

STUDY QUESTIONS

To address some concerns of the readers of this evaluation

report the following questions were considered:

1. Was 80 hours an appropriate measure for progress?

2. Does the program work equally well for learners of

different ages, different backgrounds (e.g., entry

literacy levels, 'ncome levels)?

3. Does one method appear to be better suited for a certain

"type" learner - e.g., as identified by the 4-MAT test?

4. What impact does the instructor have on the learning

process given the two methods used?

5. What appear to be the strengths and weaknesses of each

method? Which method appears to be better for this study

population?

* Completed both ABLE entry (scoring 0 - 12.0) and post

tests; and attended more than 30 hours.

-3-7
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

raENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Total Students:

Indianapolis

78

Richmond

71

Total

149

Female: 55 (71%) 43 (61%) 98 (66%)
Male: 23 (29%) 28 (39%) 51 (34%)

Age Level:

16 - 24 25 (32%) 24 (34%) 49 (33%)
25 - 44 36 (46%) 38 (54%) 74 (50%)
45 -59 14 (18%) 6 ( 8%) 20 (13%)
60 or more 3 ( 4%) 3 ( 4%) 6 ( 4%)

Average Age: 33.0 31.1

Income Level:

10,000 or less 69 (88%) 62 ( 87%) 131 (88%)
10-14,999 9 (12%) 3 (4.2%) 12 ( 8%)
15-19,999 -0- 4 (5.6%) 4 ( 3%)
20,000 or more -0- 2 (2.8%) 2 ( 1%)

Literacy Level:

0 - 4.9 30 (39%) 10 (14%) 40 (27%)
5.0 - 8.9 39 (49%) 26 (37%) 65 (44%)
9.0 12.0 9 (12%) 35 (49%) 44 (30%)

Average Score: .3 8.3

Hours in Class:

30 or less 32 (42%) 19 (27%) 51 (34%)
31 - 60 10 (13%) 12 (17%) 22 (15%)
61 - 90 5 ( 6%) 8 (11%) 13-( 9%)
90 - 120 4 ( 5%) 1 ( 1%) 5 ( 3%)
120 or more 27 (34%) 30 (43%) 57 (38%)



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
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STUDENTS COMPLETING PROCESS

Indianapolis

Code Sex Age
Last
Grade Hours Ent. Post

Grade
Change

%
Chg.

Learner
Type

K2 > F 67 10 1,152 8.1 10.2 2.1 26% N/T > 2.4
El > F 30 10 1,506 6.4 11.5 5.1 80% N/T >22.0
B1 M 22 11 114 7.4 8.2 0.8 9% N/T
H1 F 49 8 1,014 5.9 10.8 4.9 83% N/T
Fl F 38 11 132 8.3 9.4 1.1 13% N/T
H1 > F 57 12 726 9.0 11.4 2.4 27% 1 >15.0
E2 F 33 10 618 6.2 7.6 1.4 23% N/T
El > F 26 11 1,320 7.3 10.7 3.4 47% 2 >22.0
Fl > F 40 10 1,422 9.7 12.9 3.2 33% 1/2 >21.0
El > F 41 10 120 9.9 9.9 -0- 0% 1 > 0.5
El > F 32 10 126 7.1 8.2 1.1 15% N/T > 0.5
E2 > M 28 11 660 11.1 12.0 1.0 * 9% N/T > 0.5
B1 M 18 10 144 7.2 8.6 1.4 19% N/T
El F 23 11 198 11.2 12.9 1.7 15% N/T
H2 > F 49 10 1,074 8.1 12.4 4.3 * 53% 4 >16.0
G1 F 59 6 240 1.3 2.6 1.3 100% 4
G1 > F 46 8 1,374 4.1 5.1 1.0 24% 4 > 3.0
El F 40 10 174 5.4 8.0 2.6 48% N/T
G1 > F 31 11 1,698 3.9 4.5 0.6 15% 4 > 5.0
D1 M 39 11 132 4.5 6.9 2.4 53% N/T
31 > F 55 9 564 5.0 8.0 3.0 60% 2 > 1.0
H1 > F 46 11 1,500 8.5 12.9 4.4 52% 1/4 >10.2
H2 F 54 9 378 6.0 10.0 4.0 67% N/T
J1 M 63 6 414 1.3 2.6 1.3 100% N/T
H1 > F 59 10 324 5.7 6.3 0.6 11% N/T > 1.5

Average: 41.8 9.8 684.9 6.7 8.9 2.2 39.2%

Ent. = Entry (Pre-Test)

> Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) Hours

* Passed GED Test.

N/T Not Tested
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STUDENTS COMPLETING PROCESS

Richmond

Code Sex Age
Last
Grade Hours Ent. Post

Grade
Change

%
Chg.

Learner
Type

B1 F 24 9 246 7.7 8.6 0.9 12% 1

B1 F 23 9 480 7.3 11.4 4.1 56% 1

Fl F 35 7 576 9.4 11.9 2.5 27% 1

H1 F 51 8 465 6.0 8.6 2.6 43% 2

Fl F 28 10 252 10.2 11.6 1.4 14% 1

El F 25 11 426 8.6 11.0 2.4 28% 2

Ll M 61 8 408 12.0 11.7 -0.3 3% N/T
El M 44 9 864 6.2 10.2 4.0 65% 1

K1 F 65 8 1,230 6.9 12.7 5.8 84% 4
Fl F 40 7 186 10.6 11.4 0.8 * 8% NIT
El F 30 9 159 8.8 12.3 3.5 40% NIT
El F 26 7 36 6.7 7.7 1.0 15% NIT
Fl F 26 9 114 9.8 10.7 0.9 .9% NIT
Fl F 30 9 171 9.0 11.9 2.9 32% 1

Cl F 24 8 327 9.2 12.1 2.9 32% 1

B1 F 23 8 246 6.9 7.1 0.2 3% 1

Fl F 28 9 321 9.9 12.6 2.7 27% 4
Cl M 35 9 168 6.1 9.2 3.1 50% 3
L3 F 60 9 186 11.0 9.2 -1.8 -16% 2

C4 M 18 10 204 9.7 11.2 1.5 15% 4
Fl F 28 7 543 10.2 13.0 2.8 27% 4
D1 F 37 6 321 2.3 5.4 3.1 134% 4
G1 M 45 4 120 3.5 3.4 -0.1 3% 4
D1 M 40 8 111 1.3 0.7 -0.6 46% 4
Cl M 20 11 246 10.1 13.0 3.1 31% NIT

Average: 34.6 8.3 336.2 7.9 9.9 1.98 31.2%

Ent. = Entry (Pre-Test)

* Passed GED Test

N/T Not Tested

-6.1
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION

Code Sex Age
Last
Grade

INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

STUDENT DROPOUTS

Indianapolis

Hours Ent.
D1 F 31 12 30 3.2
Al F 17 10 24 3.3
El F 33 11 12 7.0
Al F 17 10 84 3.3
D1 M 40 10 108 2.5
D1 F 29 9 6

Cl F 19 11 42 11.0
El F 37 10 12 7,2
Al F 17 10 6

D1 F 36 11 6

B2 F 18 10 54 10.4
D1 F 25 11 12 7.3
Fl F 32 8 12 11.0
B1 F 18 10 12
D1 M 42 9 30 4.5
El F 38 10 14 9.5
B1 M 18 11 36 5.0
B2 F 20 11 96 7.7
D1 F 33 11 30 4.9
H1 F 45 9 6

J1 M 65 9 6 4.5
D1 F 31 10 43 6.4
B1 M 18 11 18 8.1
E2 M 27 10 6 11.0
11 M 48 11 684 11.7
B1 M .21 11 6 8.9
Al M 20 10 12 9.2
D1 F 29 10 12
El M 32 11 42 6.8
Cl F 18 11 60 9.5
B1 M 19 12 84 5.8
D2 F 29 12 66 4.6
Al M 17 9 12
Fl M 32 11 72 11.8
Al F 23 11 12
Cl F 23 9 12 9.8
B1 F 21 10 30 7.1
El M 31 10 60 7.8
El F 30 10 42 8.6
El M 36 11 198 8.1
D1 M 40 10 24 10.7
B1 M 23 12 12 9.6
D1 F 43 11 42 6.9
Al F 22 10 6 8.8
B1 F 21 11 54 9.9
Fl F 26 11 18 11.1
B1 F 18 11 18 6.2



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION

Last

IND.WAPOLIS / RICHhOND

STUDENT DROPOUTS

Indianapolis (Contd.)

Code Sex Age Grade Hours Ent.

El F 29 10 6 7.2
El F 31 10 114 7.0
Al M 18 10 6

31 F 51 10 6

G1 F 51 11 12
Al F 23 8 12 5.2

Average 28.8 10.3 49.2 7.6

Richmond

Code Sex Age
Last
Grade Hours Ent.

El F 31 7 180 6.5
13 5 54 10 156 10.5
Fl F 28 9 180 12.5
Fl F 25 10 12.1 *
Fl F 42 9 156 11.8 *
Fl M 39 10 18 13.0 *
Fl M 32 8 75 13.0 *
81 M 18 9 15 8.4
Fl F 37 9 66 10.3
01 M 18 11 74 10.5
Cl M 17 11 12 11.7
C3 M 17 9 3 11.5
Cl F 20 9 3 9.8
B1 M 17 8 36 8.8
11 M 52 8 12 12.0
El F 27 9 33 8.7
B1 F 26 9 39 7.9
Cl M 18 11 30 12.6
Cl F 19 12 6 11.0
B1 F 23 10 45 7.0
81 F 23 10 24 8.3
C3 F 21 11 30 10.0
Fl F 31 10 69 10.6
Fl F 39 9 6 13.0
11 F 47 6 69 3.1
Cl M 18 11 30 12.7
El F 29 7 42 5.3
D1 M 35 6 15 0.9
El M 30 8 24 8.4
El F 29 10 48 6.9
B1 F 22 9 30 5.6
Cl M 23 11 30 9.8
B1 F 21 11 150 0.6

1 (:)_8_ 1 A.
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Code Sex Age

A COMFARATIVE

Last
Grade

STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

STUDENT DROPOUTS

Hours

Richmond (contd.)

Ent.

Cl F 18 10 6 13.0
F2 M 26 10 54 13.0
E2 M 33 8 78 6.9
El M 29 11 30 6.6
Fl F 32 11 126 11.8
D1 M 35 5 91 1.9
El M 29 11 28 5.2
G1 M 46 9 84 5.1
D1 M 40 10 48 2.0
Al F 22 10 40 2.2
D1 F 36 6 33 1.9
D1 M 44 9 45 4.0
E2 F 31 10 81 5.3

Average: 29.3 9.2 52.3 8.5

* Passed GED Test

-9- 1 3



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

FINDINGS

Instructional Setting

The instructional setting and procedures at both sites met

expectations and requirements for establishing "learning-

conducive" surroundings. Four visits and three visits were

made by the evaluator to the Indianapolis and Richmond sites,

respectively: the instructors were interviewed; classes

observed; and records system reviewed. Conclusions were that

accurate procedures for recording student data, file coding,

etc., were followed on a routine basis at Richmond. However,

IndianL,olis had ongoing problems with accurate recording of

student data (e.g., student codino, t It results, etc.) which

may have had a critical effect on the results compiled and

reviewed for this and prior reports. One identified cause of

the problem at the Indianapolis site was the incompetence of

the classroom aide who had been assigned specific

responsibilitiGs e.g., assisting in testing; recording

data; etc. Bureaucratic procedures (the site is an outreach

site operated in conjunction with the Indianapolis Public

Schools [IPS) system) delayed replacement of this individual

until 75% of the project period had elapsed. Another problem

may have been correlating data for this study with other

reporting requirements mandated by the IPS system.

At each visit, the evaluator found the instructors and

aides to be consistently cooperative, dedicated and competent

- with the exception of the Indianapolis aide already noted.

-10-
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION
INDIANAPOLIS / RICHMOND

The Richmond site had two lead instructors during the

course of the project. The first instructor served from

12/88 to 06/89; the second instructor served from 08/89 to

04/90.

At both sites, treatment of students was consistently

respectful, sensitive and supportive. Students had high

regard for instructors that was expressed via student surveys

midway through the project and selected one-on-one

interviews at the project's conclusion.

The instructional setting/format at the Indianapolis site

was modified (01/90) to a rotating, "learning-station"

concept in an attempt to better monitor student progress in

each subject area, to facilitate more self-help (e.g.,

computer time) and to stimulate group activity for those on

similar learning levels:.

Instructional facilities were different physically in that

the Indianapolis site was located in the administration-

community center of a public housing project and the Richmond

site was housd in an older, vacated schol building. The

Indianapolis facility's space was restrictive at times due to

the number of students and the inability to expand to another

room due to other activities occurring in the building. The

Richmond facility had no space restrictions.

The Students

Out of a total of 149 students enrolled during the course

of the study 78 at Indianapolis and 71 at Richmond fifty

students met the criteria for this study.
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Although the overall student profile at both sites was

quite similar, the following comparisons have been noted:

1. There was greater variation in income levels at
Richmond while the Indianapolis site had virtually no
variation.

2. While the age range for the total student population
(17 -67 years) was the same at both sites, the
average age at Indianapolis was two years older than
at Richmond (33.0 years compared with 31.1 years).

3. Average entry literacy level for the total population
was 7.8. However, the Richmond overall entry level
was one grade higher (8.3) than the overall
Indianapolis entry level (7.3).

Com-oleters

Twenty-five students at each site completed the process

i.e., completed both ABLE entry (scoring 12.0 or below) and

post tests; and attended more than 30 hrs. Ages ranged from

18 -67 years at Indianapolis (average: 41.8 years); and 18

61 years at Richmond (average: 34.6 years).

Entry literacy levels ranged from grade 1.3 at both sites

to grade 11.2 at Indianapolis and grade 12.0 at Richmond.

Although the mean entry literacy level for all completers was

grade 7.5, the mean scores were: Indianapolis grade 6.7 and

Richmond grade 7.9.

The average last grade completed was 9.8 at Indianapolis

and 8.3 at Richmond. The difference between men and women at

the respective sites was almost negligible: Indianapolis -

men 9.8 / women 9.85; Richmond - men 8.4 / women 8.3.

At Indianapolis there were 5 men and 20 women completers;

at Richmond there were 7 men and 18 women completers.

-12-
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Annual income levels were as follows: Indianapolis - 20

students (16 women and 4 men) received $10,000 or les:: and 5

students (4 women and 1 man) were at the $11-14,999 level;

Richmond 23 students (17 women and 6 men ) received $10,000

or less, one woman (employed) was at the $15-19,999 level and

one man (retired) received $20,000-olus.

Instructional Time

The Indianapolis site operated 30 hours per week (6 hours

per day) thvoughout the 18-month study. Due to start-up

challenges (e.g., student confirmations; scheduling

conflicts), the Richmond site operated 15 hours per week (3

hours per day) from December 1988 - June 1989 and 30 hours

per week (6 hours per day) from August 1989 through April

1990.

Completers compiled the following instructional hours:

17,124 hours at Indianapolis and 8,406 hours at Richmond.

Computer assisted instruction at Indianapolis resulted in

7,634 minutes or 127.2 hours of computer assistance being

utilized by 15 students or 60% of the 25 completers with the

following results: computer time ranged from 21 minutes with

a 1.1 grade change (or 15% increase) to 22 hours with a 5.1

grade change (or 80% increase).

(See Page 5 CAI students.)

Grade Level Changes as Indicated tly. Entry/Post Tests

Grade level changes among all completers ranged from a

negative grade change of -1.8 to a gain of 5.8 grade levels,

according to entry:post test results: the mean net gain at
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Indianapolis was 2.16 and at Richmond it was 1.96. Among

males the gain was 1.36 (Indianapolis) and 1.5 (Richmond);

among females the gain was 2.25 (Indianapolis) and 2.14

(Richmond). The greatest grade level gain indicated by age

clusters was within the Indianapolis 45 59 year group (2.8)

followed by the Richmond and Indianapolis 25 - 44 year

group (2.2 and 2.0 respectively). Lowest gains were in the

Richmond 60+ year group (1.2); the Indianapolis 16 24 year

group (1.3); and the Richmnnd 45 59 year group (1.3). (See

Attachment for complete breakdown.)

Income lr el appeared to have little effect on grade level

achievem, -thanges during the period of this study.

by

%

The distribution

number

Gain

of

of students

grade level change as percentage gains

is as follows:

Indianapolis Richmond

< - 0% -0- 4
0 9% 2 3

10 - 19% 7 4
20 29% 4 4
30 - 39% 1 3
40 - 49% 2 2

50 - 59% 3 2

60 - 69% 2 1

70 - 79% -0- -0-
80 - 89% 2 1

90 - 99% -0- -0-
100% + 2 1

Reliability of Test Results

A review of test scores indicates that there are several

reasons to question the reliability of the ABLE test as an

accurate measurement of student progress - this is

particularly significant when the Richmond scores indicate
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four instances of negative progress (using the same test

material for entry and post testing purposes); the decline is

of particular concern regarding higher than average entry

test scores (i.e., grade 11.0 and above and good attendance).

The ABLE Level 2 was the only test administered at the

Richmond site.

Consequently, actual progress is diffirult to ascertain

since results could be attributed to several variables

including memory/retention of test material; test-taking

ability; time interval between testings; and ir..erest and/or

boredom with test material. Regrettably, re-testing with

different material was not an available option due to lack of

*alternative test materials and resources to obtain those

materials.

At the Indianapolis site, the recording of test scores was

not consistent during initial/interim phases of the pr.Jject;

however, it appears that post test results are reliable.

Dropouts

A total of 99 participants (who were recorded as

"enrolled") terminated their participation before bcth entry

and post testing could be completed. There were 53 dropouts

(68%) at Indianapolis (18 male; 35 female) and 47 dropouts

(66%) at Richmond (22 male; 25 female).

Among the Richmond dropouts, ten scored 12.1 or better on

the ABLE test, thereby surpassing project/study criteria upon

entry; and, four (2 males and 2 females) passed the GED test

while "enrolled" in the program.

-1519
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The average age for dropouts was 29.4 years (Indianapolis:

28.8 years; Richmond: 30 years) and the average last grade

completed was 9.8 (Indianapolis: 10.3; Richmond: 9.3). The

average entry level score for Richmond dropouts (8.5) was

higher than the average entry level score for Indianapolis

(7.6).

However, when Richmond dropouts scoring 12.1 or better at

entry are deleted, the average entry level score for Richmond

declines to 7.4

Reasons for "dropping -out" ranged from illness and lack

of interest (e.g., merely following referral from their WIN

social worker) to entering the military or obtaining

employment.

For 92% of Indianapolis dropouts the income level was

$10,000 or below; for 87% of Richmond dropouts the income

level was $10,000 or below.
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STUDY CONCLUSIONS

Of the eight students (5 at Indianapolis; 3 at Richmond)

testing at Level 1 (i.e., grades 0 - 4.9) upon entry, three

progressed to Level 2 during the course o? the study: two

with grade gains of 1.0 and 2.4 (average age: 42.5 years) at

Indianapolis and one with a grade gain of 3.1 (age: 37 years)

at Richmond).

Least progress in the Level 1 group was recorded for the

two remaining students (average age: 42.5 years) at Richmond:

-0.1 and -0.6 grade changes. For the three students (average

age: 51 years) at Indianapolis not progressing to Level 2,

however, there was significant progress: two doubled their

entry scores (1.3 -2.6) for a 100% grade gain and one made a

0.6 grade change for a 15% gain.

Within the Level 1 group, the average grade increase for

all students was 1.32 at Indianapolis and 0.8 at Richmond.

Level 1 students were generally categorized as "non

readers" and Laubach instructional materials were utilized at

both sites. Consequently, computer-assisted instruction

(CAI) at this level was introduced/utilized at Indianapolis

only with discretion and after extended observation of the

students.

There were two computer-assisted students at Indianapolis:

one (a Type 4 learner) made a grade gain of 1.0 (4.1 - 5.1)

with 3 hours CAI and progressed to Level 2; the other (a Type

4 learner) made a grade gain of 0.6 (3.9 -4.5) with 5 hours

CAI.
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There were twenty-five students entering at Level 2 (i.e.,

grades 5.0 -8.9): 15 at Indianapolis and 10 at Richmond.

Progress to Level 3 during the course of the study was

recorded for seven students at Indianapolis and six students

at Richmond.

The least grade gain made by Level 2 students was a 0.2

grade gait at Richmond (Type 1 Learner) and a 0.6 grade gain

at Indianapolis. The greatest grade gain was a 5.8 (Type 4

Learner) at Richmond and 5.1 at Indianapolis.

The average grade gain recorded for students progressing

to Level 3 was 3.82 At Richmond (average age: 37 years) and

3.66 at Indianapolis (average age: 44.8 years). The average

grade gain for students not progressing to Level 3 was 1.98

at Indianapolis (average age: 37 years) and 1.18 at Richmond

(average age: 31 years).

The five students progressing to Level 3 at Indianapolis

who received computer-assisted instruction recorded the

following scores:

1 - a 2.1 grade gain (8.1 -
2 - a 5.1 grade gain (6.4 -
3 - a 3.4 grade gain (7.3 -
4 - a 4.3 grade gain (8.1 -
5 -atigrade gain (8.5 -

Average Grade Gain: 3.86

10.2) 02.4 CAI hours
11.5) 22.0 CAI hours
10.7) 22.0 CAI hours T-2
12.4) 16.0 CAI hours 1-4
12.9) 10.2 CAI hours T-1/4

Average Age: 43.6 years

There were 17 students entering the program at Level 3

(i.e., grades 9.0 12.04.): 5 at Indianapolis and 12 at

Richmond.

Progress beyond Level 3 (e.g., scores above 12.0 or

passing the GED test) was recorded for seven students: 3 at

-18- 2,7
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Indianapolis (average age: 30.3 years) and 5 at Richmond

(average age: 25 years): the average grade gains were 1.9 at

Indianapolis and 2.46 at Richmond.

Of the three Indianapolis students progressing beyond

Level 3, two re.:eived computer-assisted instruction and

v-ecorded grade gains of 3.1 (21 hours CAI) and 0.9 (0.5 hours

CAI).

The GED test was passed by three Level 3 students: 2 at

Indianapolis (averge age: 25.5 years) and 1 (age: 40 years)

at Richmond. This is the only instance when the average age

,At Indianapolis fell below that of Richmond. Of the two

Indianapolis students one recorded a 0.9 grade change (11.1

12.0 with 0.5 hours CAI) and the other recorded a 1.7 grade

change with no CAI. The Richmond student recorded a 0.8

grade change (10.6 -11.4).

For.the remaining Level 3 students, average grade gains

were 2.4 (average age: 49 years) at Indianapolis and 0.9

(average age: 37 years) at Richmond.

In summary, the overall, average grade change for all study

completers was 2.2 grades at Indianapolis and 1.98 at

Richmond. The overall, average grade change for CAI

students was 2.G grades compared with an average of 1.84

grades for non-CAI students (1.69 at Indianapolis and 1.98 at

Richmond). The indicators are that CAI students were able to

increase their literacy levels at a better rate with the

greater differences occurring above entry grade level 5.0:
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CAI

Aia.L. ale, Avg. Age
Non-CAI (Indy/Rich.)
Axs, Chq. LL2_,_ Age

Level 1 1.0 gr. 46 yrs. 1.4/0.98 gr. 48.0/40.6 yrs.

Level 2 3.2 gr. 45.8 yrs. 1.8/2.76 gr. 34.1/34.6 yrs.

Level 3 2.8 gr. 41.5 yrs. 0.8/1.60 gr. 23.0/33.1 yrs.

Other Program Outcomes

In addition to helping participants improve their literacy

skills, the program made a pos4tive impact on self-images and

provided them with opportunities to fulfill personal goals.

Participant comments clearly indicate that the program

created preferable approaches and more positive learning

situations than those to which they had previous exposure.

Participant comments are reflected in Attachment I.

-20-
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THE STUDY QUESTIONS

1. Was 80 hours an appropriate measure for progressing one

grade level?

The utilization of 80 hours as a measure for pro3ress was

adopted through an interpretation of requirements by the

State of Indiana for student progress in adult education

classes. However, closer examination of State of Indiana

adult education regulations (after the project was in

progress) revealed that the 80 hours was based solely on

attendance necessary for cost reimbursement by the State to

the respective adult education provider. There was no

correlation between hours in class and student progress. In

addition, conclusions drawn from this study would indicate

that if, in fact, 80 hours were based on performance, that

criteria would be in critical need of re-evaluation.

2. Does the program work equally well for learner.s of

different ages and backgrounds (e.g., entry literacy levels,

income levels)?

From a comparison of the "Findings," there appears to be

little difference in grade level change/achievement that

could be attributed to background (i.e., entry literacy level

and income). However, the factor of age does appear to have

some bearirg on the study population: the average age of

"dropouts" (29 years) was significantly lower than that of

completers" (38 years). Throughout the study the 25-44 age

group (particularly the upper end) appear to have made the

greater progress. It could be concluded that this tyoe of

-21-n
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program works particularly well for this age sroup.

It could also be concluded that the "dropouts" chose to

explore and/or felt there were more immediate or appealing

options than attending adult education classes -military,

jobs, etc. In addition, there were added pressures of

securing adequate child care.

It could also be assumed that dropouts experienced or were

more susceptible to peer pressure: "You don't want to be

going to them classes." - i.e., to be identified with an

assumedly "remedial education" prog am.

Certain implications (perhaps, another study) can also be

drawn about the assumed "products" of a larger urban school

system compared with a smaller, more rural school system; as

well as student populations where one is totally urban black

and the other predominately small city, rural white.

3. Does one method appear better suited for a certain "type"

learner - e.g., as identified by the 4-MAT test?

Of the 50 completers, 29 received the 4-MAT test: 10 at

Indianapolis and 19 at Richmond. Two Indianapolis students

received split scores (e.g., on the borderline between type 1

and 4) and those instances are noted in the tabulations.

A summary of learner types as identified through the 4-MAT

system is as follows:

Type 1 learners tend to ask "Why"? ThA.Iir perceptions
are founded on concrete experience. Information is
processed by way of reflective observation. These
learners are analytical and probing; they seek a
connection between their values and how learning
relates to those values.
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Type 2 learners as "What"? Perceptions are based upon
abstract conceptualizatioin, and, as is the case with
Type 1 learners, information is processed via
reflective observation. These learners like precision
and factual information presented in an organized ani
precise format. They prefer to accumulate knowledge
while readily accepting the authority figure who
imparts that knowledge.

Type 3 learners as "How"? Like Type 2 learners, they
perceive by abstract conceptualization, but they
process information by active experimentation. These
learners make marvelous "tinkerers." They like to
discover how something works and enjoy finding out how
an abstract idea works in reality. They are doers who
search for practical application of knowledge.

Type 4 learners ask "If"? Perceptions are founded
upon concrete experience, and-information is processed
with active experimentation. These learners are able
to see complex relationships between things and ideas.
They are infectious in their enthusiasm about
learning. Type 4 learners have a talent for
creatively synthesizing the skills and knowledge
others provide.

("Overview of Theories and Findings on Learning
Styles" Developed by McCarthy, 1980.)

The 4-Mat System was used to.indicate "learning styles" of

participants who were study "completers". Results of the

test relating to mean

compared with "type learners"

Type 1

percentage of

are as

Indianapolis

learning

follows:

(10)

(3.5)

increases

Richmond (19)

when

(8)28% 26.25%

Range: 13% - 52% 3% 65%

Type 2 47% (2.5) 26%

Range: 33% - 60% 16% - 33%

Type 3 -0- 50% (1)

Range: N/A N/A

Type 4 49% (4) 48% (7)

Range: 24% - 100% 3% 134%

- -
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The greatest literacy gains were among the Type 4 learners

both at the low (1.3) and high (10.2) ends of entry testing.

Indianapolis scores reflected a 0.6 to 4.4 range of grade

gains and Richmond scores reflected a -0.6 to 5.8 range of

grade gains.

4. What impact does the instructor have on the learning

process given the two methods used in this study?

At both sites, the instructor was the key element to

student progress. Among their contributions were providing

motivation, aCknowledging individuality, offering

support/showing concern about absences, home problems, etc.

The Indianapolis instructor had the additional task of

mediating between the student and the computer allaying

anxiety, assuring/affirming exploration, etc.

Students at both sites relied on teachers for help

whenever there were doubts or questions. Most students would

make daily, repeated requests for help wliether warranted or

not. At Indianapolis, the computer program allowed students

to monitor and "grade" themselves in most instances. This

activity permitted students to gain confidence in their

aquired skills and encouraged more active participation in

the total learning process. The change in class format also

encouraged better student interaction and seeking help among

themselves with the teacher becoming more of an arbiter or

"final" authority figure. At the Richmond site, one student

with exceptional skills in math and science (gained through

work experience) was quite helpful in relating math/science

Of:24-
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concepts in ways students could grasp and understand.

The Indianapolis instructor is a certified teacher working

toward a Masters degree with a reading specialty. She also

had worked within the OIC adult education program before it

was integrated with the IPS program. Her advanced coursework

in computer-assisted instruction was invaluable in that she

was able to introduce various computer programs that compared

methods/software more applicable to the student population.

[As a result, all computer usage is documented and there are

records of program(s) (e.g., which combination of computer-

assisted and classroom instruction) may be better suited for

a student entering with certain characteristics tracked

through this study.]

The original.Richmond instructor attempted program

implementation at a time when other (unforeseen) factors were

affecting the overall existence of the OIC program at

Richmond. The replacement instructor was a graduate of a

previous program and, therefore, possessed not only teaching

skills out also an empathy with the students. Enrollment

showed a steady increase and classroom activities proceeded

according to design (with the exception of hours per day).

The program concept attained and surpassed projected goals

during the final nine months.

Accurate records were maintained and student progress was

appropriately monitored. The instructors were key to

providing personal guidance in all aspects of the student's

learning process. In additiol, techniques were employed to
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expand student independence in the learning process.

5. What appear to be the strengths and weaknesses of each

method? Which method appears to be better for this study

population?

In this study, the strengths of traditional classroom

instruction required a close interaction/communication

between the instructor and student for an effective

teaching/learning environment to occur. It was crucial that

the instructor controlled and monitored dissemination

of information and was skilled to interpret student responses

(both individually and in group settings) to provide

appropriate and immediate feedback.

Social/interpersonal skills were engaged/utilized on a

continuous basis to enhance the learning environment by both

instructor and student(s). Overall learning was influenced

by the instructor's abilities and perceptions of student's

capacity to comprehend, retain and apply acquired skills in

"controlled" classroom formats. Instructional materials were

primarily of the instructor's choosing and were expanded

and/or embellished as needed to maximize learning.

Weaknesses of the traditional classroom were in :hat the

success of the learning situation may have been dispropor-

tionately placed upon the instructor. Among factors that

would contribute greatly to the imbalance would be the

student's attitude. Some examples might be as follows: "I'm

only here because my counselor made me come;" "I thought I'd

get paid for coming." Other factors contributing to negative
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attitudes would come from parental and/or peer pressure: "Why

don't you do something with your life:" or "Why are you

tryin' to get educated now? It won't do you no good now."

Consequently, the student's failure to succeed in the

traditional classroom setting as an adult becomes a

reflection of many of the same influences and pressures that

may have contributed to failure at an earlier age.

The traditional classroom approach is particularly tenuous

for adult learners because their full participatic,n in the

learning process becomes an extension of an acquired maturity

both mentally and emotionally. They are aware that they can

pursue (and justify) other choices and options. The majority

of the students who successfully completed this study were

mature and realistic in their decision to participate.

The major strength of computer-assisted instruction in

this study was that the student could monitor his/her own

progress and affirm their mastery of skills acquired in the

classroom setting. Various drills and tests illuminated the

tasks and skills necessary to master various subject matter.

CAI built confidence and enhanced self-esteem.

Surprisingly, there was little resistance to ui..ilizing the

computer as part of the learning process.

The major weakness was that many students did not have the

basic reading skills to benefit from the CAI materials that

were available.

The consensus is that the computer-assisted approach works

well with this study population - particularly when there is

-27-
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an appropriate range of material/software. The approach

allows the student a greater sense of control over their

learning and provides consistent and objective feedback.

a2
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SUMMARY COMMENTS

This study highlights some of the interests and concerns

of the Indiana OIC/A State Council about some of the issues

and needs of adults seeking to improve their educational per-

formance and, thereby, their competitiveness in an ever -

changing, more educationally-restrictive society. An

outstanding characteristic of the students who completed the

study was their acknowledgement - regardless of age of

their educational deficiencies and their determination to

take advantage of an opportunity to improve their status both

for personal and societal reasons. An equally outstanding

trait of those not completing the study was their inability

to conceptualize their futures.

The study has generated far more insight into the needs of

community-based adult education programs/studies than this

compilation of data can reflect. Amon9 some of the needl and

initiatives recommended for exploration are the following:

1. The provision of support services (e.g., child care

and transportation) for those not eligible for

routine state-supported subsidies.

2. The provision of orientation/counseling services

for referrals from public agencies to assist that

person's vLlues clarification and desire to abandon

a reliance upon public assistance.

3. The resources to psychometrically screen adult

learners with apparent learning disabilities and

the ability to access appropriate services.
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4. The resources to identify and access educational

materials and learning complements more appropriate

to the contemporary adult learner.

in addition, the study has provided some documentation of

areas for improvement in State laws and local regulations

governing the conduct of adult education classes and the

realistic standards that must be developed to make the

education of adults both viable and cost effective.

Although the project study encountered unanticipated

chal161:0es, the purposes were met and new areas and

initiatives in the area of adult education were identified.

The Indiana 01C/A State Council is ',.o be complimented for its

commitment to assisting the adult learner and merits support

in its continuing efforts to improve literacy among the

constituency it serves.

Lastly, linkages were developed among the students

through an exchange of site visits and "pen pal"

relationships that has strengthened their respective

commitments to self-improvement.

V
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA '(DRAFT)
ADULT EDUCATION RESE4RCH STUDY

1. On a scale of one to five - one beingvery excited" and
fivse.being "very bored", how would yog'rate your
participation in:this class? (Circle ihe number)

2 3 4 *, 5

.2. What do you like'best about the program?

4\4.0..C211C

Whát do you like least about the'program?

-6Y., Ye' YC

-
4. 'On a scale of one to five one Eleing."very important"

and five being "not importantP,,howHimOortant do you
think:the instructor is to.y.)ur succes in the program?

..2 3 4! 5
.1 I

5. What are some of the important thirigs.the instructor did
.

.tobelp you?
. .1

SbIll C11(4_, Crdlc Vrg'ff V i(0&411.1.`1 k\IlaiC 1.°(A.

CD L1.1/4- .'\1 --\.\:0--: tVcx5S CZoGill,

to-\\,:.)

6. How often did yOu'need help from the',6'Istructor?
A

--I-
0
--Times per day

7. How often did you request help from the instructor?
!

/t; eN=1111LgTimes per day

8. What are some of the things
\needinglor asking for help?

A

you do chai-irig the day without

'



O

. .

9. How satisfactory was the amount of tirlie you spent in
class each week for completing you work each day? Each
week? Where one is "very satisfactorx°.and five is "very
unsatisfactoey"? -.4.

:1. (i) 3 4.1* 5
\-:/

. I .;
10. Did you have problems with.the amount,of time you were.

.,expected to spend in class? "

r"

I

What.are the most frequent reasons'yqu have to miss
class? .

.1;

S.arY--)6 ChLid .1-1111L.C-iP
.

12. Do you feel it'is beneficial for yoU.Lo
continue/complte the program?,Why?

.4.z.aa .0,54-w\caA"
Dy. IAA or)

1'6.6 /

-reogjoi,

02od f:047c4e1-;--
Site: __I .0. I.C..,,.5;24; 1,2.) Vr1

'Student Classification'Codle:

) C.;
:Date: 2-'7- 0117N

. qo
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (D)AFT)
ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH 8TUDY

1. On 'a scale of one to five - one being:?very excited" and
five i3eing "very.bored", how would you.rate your
participation in this clas? (Circlefile number)

.
2

2. What do you like best

3

about the

4 i

1

progr4A?

,0-114e,fr,,,ecajovic74$1

5

+2. 6,1,c12.7 Ziro.2°
3. What do you like.least about the prowtam?

4. On a scale Of 6ne to five - one 6eing,"very important"
andjive being "hot importantr, how important do you
thin.k the instructor is to your succes'in the program?

2 3 4:.

What ai.e some of the important things.46e instructor did
.to.help yoLi?

1

.*

jk...!

1
: 6. *How often did you 'need help from the ihstructor?

..1

' 42,11zAld-741--Times per day .*1.

_a...-. .

1

requvst help from thb instructor?7. How,often.did you

---Timds per day

8. WhcAt are some of the things you do during the day without
needing or asking for help?

, I

$.

'144-
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.1

1

9. How satisfactory"was the amount of time you spent in
class each week for completing you work each day? Each
week? Where one is "very satisfactory4 and five is "very
unsatisfactory"?

2

,10. Did'you.have problems with the amount'l
i

qf time you were
expected to spend in class?

..7;Q 4-11AQ-1 ..e.i &id( 49 -ti.-1"4-. :e.a ee.,,a .yie-I
4... e,' .1,/41,

4-1...e.17.5.1L cer:Z ..6 --Sre .::: 0 - - ../1.--2. 66.,iee-?9
,.

11. What are the most frequent reasons you have to miss
class?

-0-Lel-I 0-4.--

_67-1:424 AZZat, Z&014.4:12-

1

12. Do you feeljA is beneficial for you:.to
continue/complete the program? Why?

020-p.-1 _X elZ

.6z-a -et-6/A .42 .9.Le.,
. ,

ct,z.Uta-
.

ca--22-2 2.5
'.(/\4--e-r-Le

Student Classification'Code:;1--://1

Date: .5

_1;4 cri2A-Li

v2(,,d
jo.yz-t,e)-y2e-ixi

(Y,
"/)
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DRAFT)

.
ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDY

!.
. . . .

1. On a.scale of one to five - one being:lvery excited" and
five being "very bored", how would you rate your
partiipation in.this class? (Oircle.the number)

.

2 3 4e-
..:

2. Whatdo you like bast about the flrogrsgM?

41:ei"--er

slizz.s.
Pladete:f71) _We elAq'

3. What do.you 4ike leapt about tne progr'am?

.2 d
.:11a,10 0-e-A1. j/xt,

5

4. On a scale of one to five - one being-yvery important"
and five being "not importantP, how friportant do you
think the instructor is to your suddeSs in the program?

2 ,4.; 53

5. What are some of the important things.the instructor did

t-ciAae4;9 44e;21At Mar4Lia

ct.j-j4 2VYtA.-;

'to help you?

6. How often did you'need help from.the.instructor?

. 4 (7,P
ce Times per day

7. How:often did you request help from.the instructor?

you do during the day without

( ' (-;.(1' Times per day

S. What are some of the things
needing or asking for help?

1.2.101fiele Jzt/
fig I
-

1/010L2-- ,44iddikai&
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9. How satisfactory was the amount of time you spent in
'class each week for completing you wor.k each day? Each
.week?. Where one is "very satisfactor y:? and five is "very
unsatisfaCtOry"?

? 3

10..pid. you have problems with the
eXpected to'spend in class?

4'.

amounttof

5

time you were

:
I

11. What are the most frequent reasons ydil have to miss
class?

Lt).0.4

'e..

12. Do you feel it.is beneficial for you^:to.
continue/complete the program? Why?

-I"- cc7''4eiLtZ2.'t--44-4-

....

4.z_ii. A- cic.

.;
A:22.4.. q_

'Site:__I.O.I.C.

Student Classification'Code: 313
.2sr

4

-
S tI.
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. STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA '(DRAFT)
. ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCR STUDY

1. On a 'scale of one to five - one being.mvery excited" and
five i3eing "Very bored", how would yoU:i.ate your
panticipation in this class? (Circle:the number)

2 3 5

2. What'do you like.best about the prog6am?

.b eIA A413 0....Nex)cq rocisi44,-7

_.4-1111 cue k4a e- 9 wci
-

t

3. What do you like least about theApeogam?

tz. 3 e_ c,.\00 04- Yvir,24-1

_-.141;4__saW__L.Zert_71. CY.

4. On a scale of one to five - one beingt."very important"
and five being 'not importantP, how 'Falportant.do you
think the instr.uctor is to your succe'ss in the program?

. 2 3 '45 5

5. Whit are some of the important things:the instructor did
to help you?

.10 po:A# 0 t-C 04% ØQ

:Viti; .ak LAn: 5 1 5 A-c) winh sio

6. How often did you 'need help

Times per day

from the.instructor?

.i.
7.. often did yOu request help from t'he instructor? 4

:

. V fu r 7 0 *ter 8- ct pue 4. m e- 2

't4411) Gr "7"A' `e..110 .V. 9'42.-*
OMSO A pAqr 5co./ Iw.0 qnco-A-1Times per day , ' it

8. Whie'A.el*4C%°1f"ilirthVigYOu do daring the day without
needing or askirig for help? .

.

J/41-4 hcfst CiA5 Wax,5

4 .r?

4ei e_A-%0
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9 How satisfactory was the amount Of time

.class.each week !or completing you Vortk
week? Where one,is "very satisfactor
unsatisfactory"? I

.

'

4: '
1-

'10. Did yoy have problems with the
expbcted to spend in class?

/1)0 kee4(q___ rte-cil c.Ll(

you spent in
each day? Each
and fivd is "very

amount .Of time

0'
s

ulr4.;

.1 '

5

you were

11. 'What are the most frequent reasOns yäu have to miss
.class?

k. oy.- fine s.s.

bcr 4.145 e t a C 4.7 6 :1L. 0/ do 0 PEAt.

12. Do y9u feel it is beneficial for. you'to
contique/complete the program? Why?
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DPAF1)
ADULT.EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDY

1. On a scale of bne to five - one being "very pxcited" aud
five being ."very'bored", how would you rai.p your
participatiori in this class?

2 3 4

2. What do you like best about the program?

A'_Alts1 6).
22.t.gr.d.(3 ...&-ELL022.11.4.11

111:144 17-Z-D-4z9 . 6/--7tA

kul,t
3. What do you lIke least about the program?

Jit4 E Ye

4. On a scale of one to five - one being "vory important" and
.five being "not important", how important do you think the
..instructor is to your success in the program?

2 3 4

5..What are some of the important things the instructor did
to help you?

._2114....tat4a 1..e.) a..:z.c. 2:1., ..i.c. /44 :t 4 44 0 ,...L.ILet Cci 7'7' ./i 64-44- 64 u,s4-41-v-d7

,

4&2t .12.:1.-ATITA.4_ -tit-di._ eztett_ -1.24
.h.16=A__.11__Ja44

E.:How often did you need help from the inetructor?

4eTimes per day

7. How often did you request help from thu instructor?

Times per day

8. What are some of things you do during the day withouk
needing or asking for help?

Jle,J4Axge.

9. How satisfactory was the amount of time yc.n spent in rlams
earl-h week for completing your work each day? Each wPek? Whprv
one-ls "very satisfactory" and five is "very unsatisfactory"?

2 3 4



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (MArT)
ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH SiUDY

10. Did you have problems with the amount of time you were
expected to spend in class?

11. What are the most frequent reasons yun have to miss
class?

_sLto.s6r31 A IA

12. Do you feel it is beneficial for you to continue/completp
the program? Why?

ti7142-1-)114-Z-4-1.-4-444_, Wce. oi ae
2,247fsd

c...2.-.4.2._aasz_mtsc..__IsA.±....94tysii_Aitt <putt
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DrArT)
ADULT.EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDY

1. On a scale'of One to five one being "very excited" and
five being "very*bored", how wou.d you ratn your
.partic.ipatiohlin this class?

. 151) 3 4

2. What do you like best about the program?

CexcqpiLALP.ZaLL
L.U4...v.la J..i.41a,.:Lhal.17±...x.aaru

3. What do you like least about the program?

-azt. tiax_

4. On a scale of one to five one being "vmry important" and
.five being "not important", how important do you think the
Anstructor is to your success in the program?

. 2 3 4 5

S.-What are some of the important things the instructor did
to help you?.

-aticrIKA.,L2AJL NaAtIrce. 42,114...4-14 LL
6; How often did you need help from the inmtructor?

calizmijimes per day

7. How often did you request help from the instructor?

41gmi:mi_Times per day

8. What are some of things you do during the day withouk
needing or asking for help?

..eLLGALla.o.r. ze-Liz tft

S. How satisfactory was the amount of time yon spent in rlasq
eaeh week for completing your work each day? Each wPek? Mery
one-ls "very satisfactory" and five is "very unsatisfactory"?

2 3 4



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (nPArlo
ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH S1UDY

10. Did you have problems with the amount of time you were
expected to spend in class?

11. What are the most frequent reasons rdn have to miss
class?

ELIJ1 L,CasAL

12. Do you feel it is beneficial for you to continue/compleur
the program? Why?

...;:Vcblpi.S:DUZU 3-4101
Laea. tla.D. .31.a.z_i_ --ialwa.

cx.v.A.--elit...s= .414.1.axag.
=z11--.4..s.r.1-1.011U)3
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DPAFT)
ADULT.EDUCATION RESEARCH SIUDY

1. On a scale of One to five - one being "very excited" and
five being "very'bored", how would you rale your
participat.iontin thib class?

2 3 4

2. What do you like best about the program?

6e1 -4 X,
cza.KT A -r(a:

1.' ". A

-.6 y
-e.,-7" -T -r L

3. What do you like least.about the program?

4. On a scale of one to five - one being "vory important" and
:five being "not important", how important do you think thn
.instructor is to your success in the program?

2 3 4 5

5..What are some of the important things the instructor did
to help you?

S\--0 , .
. X -t . r

6; How often did you need help from the ineltructor?

-? Times per day

7. How often did you request help from thu instructor?

.1__Times per day

B. Wh,._'J are some of things you do during the day without
needing or asking for help?

t.

9. How satisfactory was the amount of timo yon spent in 1-.1acqg
each week for completing your work each day? Fach weei,? Moro
one-ls "vary satisfactory" and five is "very unsatisfactory"?

1 2 - 3 4 5



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DRAFT)
ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH BlUDY

10. Did you have problems with the amount of time you were
expected to spend in class?

11. What are the most frequent reasons yun have to miss
clpss?

9,

12: Do you feel it is beneficial for you to continue/compIpip
the program? Why?

OM.

:311Therct OilligneArlen Gac.

.DArr' - 9 0



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DPAFT)
ADULT.EDOCATION.RESEARCH STUDY

1. On a scale*of One to five - one being "very excited" and
five being "very.bored", how would you rate your
participatioritin this class?

(i\ 2 3 4 5

2. What do you like best about the program?

r
. ...!_f41-, N't -c. .a2 'N'4L.. (1...:1.1" 4 \ 'ii1c La..,C...

_...2._-_ci I ., , : /-,/ 1. \.--1-.). .,.... -...L.tri

3. What do you like least about the program?

\ .1 _4: LAZz))

4. On a scale of one to five - one being "vory important" and
Jive being "not important", how important Hel you think the

,instructor is to your success in the program?

1 2 3 4 5

5.. What are some of the important things the instructor did
to help you?

' / /Ilk
r I . -st

6; How often did Yoti need help from the instructor?

Times per day
. .

7. How often did you request help from the instructor?

Times per day
'

8. Wh'at are some of things you do during the day withouk
needing or asking for help?

9. How satisfactory was the amount of timr you spent in cl:isel
eae-h week for completing your work each day? Each wriekT WhE-re
one-is "very satisfactory" and five is "very unsatisfactory"?

1 2 - 3 4 5



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DPAFT)
ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDY

-'

. 10. Did you have problems with the amount of time you were
expected to spend in class?

\...) .

i 1
.- -

! q --: 1 ri (
\-. ! . . ...i..',

.... -4--
ki '. t . -, : . ,

-_-..,
...

" --.1..f. -.i.....1 - 1- J' . , i
-

11. What are the most frequent reasons you have to miss
clss?

`-: .C.\...:

,.. :
,

k k..!

..S....'
c t

' -.1. i 1:: 1....,1 ..1 1
\ 1 i

12: Do you feel it is beneficial for you to continue/compleh-,
the program? Why?
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA CDPAU1)
ADULTuEDUCATION RESEARCH SIUDY

I. On a scale of One to five - one being "very pxcited" and
five being "very'bored", how would you rale your
particapatiohlin this class?

2 4

2. What do you like best about the program?

4

' 4 f - .

3. What do you like !east about the program?

.1'm'
L L

4. On a scale of one to five - one being "vmry impmrtant" nod
p.ve being "not important", how important do you think Lhe

Anstructor is to your success in the program?

2 3 4 5

5. What are some of the important things the inqtructor did
to help you?

A `p .1 :

c. /"F
c,

I^ ji.a.s...
^

6; How often did you need help fr*m the instructor?

OLL:et_Times per day

7. How oftwi did you request help frnm thv instructmr?
,A

tiLLtil:ffimes per day

B. What are some of things you do during the day
needing or asking for help?

^ I ,0 ,

withouk

9. How satisfactory was the amount of time you spent in riAmn
eaeh week for completing your work each day? Each wtsel,:' Uhrsp
one-ls "very satisfactory" and five is "very unsatisfactory"'

2 - 3 4



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DRAFT)
.ADULT EDUCATION RESEARCH SlUDY

10. Did you have problems with the amount of time you rre
expected to spend in class?

11. What are the most frequent reasons ye...n have to miss
class?

(1
r

C

- t Jr. ( j

12: Do you feel it is beneficial for you to continue/compleuv
the program% Why?
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STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (DRAFT)
ADULT-EDUCATION,RESEARCH STUDY

1. On a scale'of one to five - one being "very excited" and
five being "very'bored", how would you ratr your
participationlin this class?

2 3 4

like best about the program?

3. What do you like least about the program?

_
44.:._

\Wats 0 kr.A. .41--tel

4.11:A \ItjaVI-Ji!nt---7-41.

it,y,...t. a 1_/ -,4_ -0.3,

4. Ona cale of one to five one being "vrry important" and
pve being "not important", how important do you think the

...instructor is to your success in the program?

2 3 4 5

5..What are some of the important things the instructor didto help you?

-U't -1'1""le Lb .4LE_Q'

ezr_z. s2.4%S.AALI
t.A.M.41,71

6:Mow often did you need help from the in..F.trActor?

60)14/144-mes per day

7. How often did you request help from the instructor?
CLU

Times per day

S. What are some of things you do during the day withouk
needing or asking for help?

RA-CgthL

9. How satisfactory was the amount of time
. you sptint in r171mq

ease-h week for completing your work each day:'- Each wr'ek? Mort,
one-is "very satisfactory" and five is "very unsatisfactory"?

2 - 3 4 5

NC;



STUDENT INTERVIEW DATA (ORArT)
AvuLf EDUCATION RESEARCH STUDY

10. Did you have problems with the amount of time you wove
expected to spend in class?

11. What are the most frequent reasons p.m have to miss
class?

jc0

12: Do you feel it is beneficial for you to continue/compleiv
the program? Why?

C.A5YO.LAA.A.A.
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